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Godzilla vs. Kong score from Grammy-nominated composer
Tom Holkenborg now available from Warner Bros. Pictures
WaterTower Music recently released the soundtrack to Warner
Bros. Pictures’ and Legendary
Pictures’ epic adventure “Godzilla vs. Kong,” the long-awaited
showdown between two icons in
the feature directed by Adam
Wingard which recently became
a monster hit on both the big and
small screens . Godzilla vs. Kong
(Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) features 15 new tracks
created for the film by Grammynominated composer Tom Holkenborg, aka Junkie XL (Mad
Max: Fury Road, Deadpool,
Zack Snyder’s Justice League).
The album was released on
March 26, a few days before the
film’s March 31 release nationwide in 2D and 3D in select theaters and IMAX. In the U.S. It
will be available on HBO Max
for 31 days from theatrical release. On March 12, fans had
the opportunity to hear two tracks
early, before the soundtrack release. It features the Titans’
themes “Pensacola, Florida
(Godzilla Theme)” and “Skull Island (Kong Theme).”
Tom Holkenborg is abundantly
clear about his passion for the
project. "I'm a huge fan of Godzilla and Kong! I've watched
over 35 Godzilla movies over the
years, so geeking out with Adam
over this film came naturally,”
explained the composer. “Kong
is such an iconic character with

over 90 years of scoring history
behind him, and this was a perfect project for me to flex the
retro monster orchestral scoring
side of my brain, mixed with my
very contemporary electronic
side - in this case `80s sequences
and basslines in the vein of John
Carpenter. In this score I am trying to emphasize the insanity of
Godzilla and the humanity of
Kong. In the spirit of the film, it
was fun to get my mad scientist
coat on and make some monstrous sounds!”
Holkenborg’s unique approach
to scoring blends historical understanding of classical scoring
technique with an embrace of
cutting-edge technology. His artistic choice for Godzilla’s music
sees the composer embracing his
modern roots, leaning towards a
robotic, all electronic score.
While his take on Kong is a deep
dive into the history of this monster’s score – the previously referenced 90 years of scoring
history – combined with sourcing
rare instrumentation like stone
flutes and marimbas. Tom sampled a custom made 6ft mega
bass drum and the biggest bass
amp in the world – a 13-foot-tall
amp designed by legendary bass
amp maker Ampeg – to give the
score its monstrous elements.
Godzilla vs. Kong (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack) is now
available. Two tracks, “Pen-

Godzilla vs. Kong continues to be one of the best
matches of all time. This new movie continues to explore why these two could never be BFFs.
sacola,
Florida
(Godzilla
Theme)” and “Skull Island
(Kong Theme)” are now available digitally, and the track list is
as follows. All music by Tom
Holkenborg.
01) Pensacola, Florida (Godzilla
Theme)
02) Skull Island (Kong Theme)
03) Apex Cybernetics
04) A New Language
05) Just Now

06) Tasman Sea
07) Through There
08) Antarctica
09) Hollow Earth
10) The Throne
11) Lunch
12) Nuclear Blast
13) The Royal Axe
14) Mega
15) Hong Kong
Legends collide in “Godzilla vs.

Kong” as these mythic adversaries meet in a spectacular battle
for the ages, with the fate of the
world hanging in the balance.
Kong and his protectors undertake a perilous journey to find his
true home, and with them is Jia,
a young, orphaned girl with
whom he has formed a unique
and powerful bond. But they unexpectedly find themselves in the
path of an enraged Godzilla, cutting a swath of destruction across
the globe. The initial confrontation between the two Titans—
instigated by unseen forces—is
only the beginning of the mystery
that lies deep within the core of
the Earth.
The film stars Alexander Skarsgård (“Big Little Lies,” “The Little Drummer Girl”), Millie
Bobby
Brown
(“Stranger
Things”), Rebecca Hall (“Christine,” “Professor Marston and the
Wonder Women”), Brian Tyree
Henry (“Joker,” “Spider-Man:
Into the Spider-Verse”), Shun
Oguri (“Weathering with You”),
Eiza González (“Fast & Furious
Presents: Hobbs & Shaw”), Julian Dennison (“Deadpool 2”),
with Kyle Chandler (“Godzilla:
King of the Monsters”) and
Demián Bichir (“The Nun,” “The
Hateful Eight”).
Adam Wingard (“The Guest,”
“You’re Next”) directed from a
screenplay by Eric Pearson
(“Thor: Ragnarok”) and Max Borenstein (“Godzilla: King of the

Monsters,” “Kong: Skull Island”), story by Terry Rossio
(“Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Men Tell No Tales”) and Michael Dougherty & Zach Shields
(“Godzilla: King of the Monsters”), based on the character
“Godzilla” owned and created by
TOHO CO., LTD. The film was
produced by Mary Parent, Alex
Garcia, Eric McLeod, Jon Jashni,
Thomas Tull and Brian Rogers,
with Jay Ashenfelter, Herbert W.
Gains, Dan Lin, Roy Lee, Yoshimitsu Banno and Kenji Okuhira executive producing.
Warner Bros. Pictures and Legendary Pictures Present a Legendary Pictures Production, A Film
By Adam Wingard, “Godzilla vs.
Kong.” The film will be released
nationwide in 2D and 3D in select theaters and IMAX on
March 31, 2021 and will be
available in the U.S. on HBO
Max for 31 days from theatrical
release. It is rated PG-13 for intense sequences of creature violence/destruction and brief
language.
ABOUT TOM HOLKENBORG
Tom Holkenborg, aka Junkie
XL, is a Grammy nominated
multi-platinum producer, musician, composer and educator
whose versatility puts him on the
cutting edge of contemporary
music, and whose thirst for innovation is helping to reimagine the
world of composition.

OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network enters into a first-look deal with
Carlos King’s Kingdom Reign Entertainment to develop series

Carlos King (Photo/Courtesy
by of Brandon Andre)
LOS ANGELES – OWN: Oprah
Winfrey Network has inked a
first-look agreement with executive producer Carlos King’s
Kingdom Reign Entertainment.
The pact sees Kingdom Reign
Entertainment developing original unscripted series that will be
available exclusively on OWN,
with King as executive producer.
King is the creator and executive
producer of OWN’s popular Saturday night unscripted series
“Love & Marriage: Huntsville”
and “Behind Every Man,” as well
as the network’s newest Friday
night series “Belle Collective,”
which premiered in January.
“Carlos and his team understand
what it means to create addictive
and entertaining unscripted television that connects with our
viewers,” said Tina Perry, president OWN. “With the success of
our expanded unscripted lineup
to two nights, we look forward to
our continued partnership with
Carlos to develop buzzy new
shows with big characters that attract audiences.”
"At Kingdom Reign Entertainment, our goal is to develop and
provide entertaining stories featuring successful African Americans in every corner of the
country, with bold personalities
that ignite something in all of us.
We can’t think of better collaborators than OWN with which to
accomplish this,” said King.

The smash hit “Love & Marriage: Huntsville,” which was recently picked up for a third
season, features three dynamic
power couples living in Huntsville, Alabama. The series is currently Saturday night’s #1
original cable series for women
and the #1 series across broadcast
and cable for African American
viewers. King’s new series
“Belle Collective” which focuses
on the personal and professional
lives of five boss women in Jackson, Mississippi, delivered the
network’s highest rated unscripted series debut in nearly
two years with its January premiere and ranked #1 in the Friday
10-11 p.m. hour across all of
cable with African American
women. During its five-week
first cycle last fall, “Behind
Every Man” which celebrates the
women behind the famous men
we admire, was one of the top
three cable telecasts in Saturday’s
10-11 p.m. hour among African
American women. All-new episodes returned on Friday nights
air at (10-11 p.m. ET/PT).
King is represented by CAA and
Morris Yorn.
About Carlos King and Kingdom Reign Entertainment
Carlos King is one of the most
sought-after executive producers
in reality television. With more
than 10 years under his production belt, King has quickly
created a niche for himself in the
docu-soap arena, having produced such high-profile programs as eight seasons of “The
Real Housewives of Atlanta,”
“Season 25: Oprah Behind the
Scenes” and “The Four.” Under
his production company Kingdom Reign Entertainment, King
has created shows such as “Styling Hollywood,” “Love & Marriage:
Huntsville,”
“Belle
Collective,” “Behind Every
Man,” and “Hollywood Divas.”
King is affectionately regarded as
the “record breaker” when it
comes to his Midas touch. During the sixth season of the “Real

Listen to Chief DD, the Philosopher of
Hip Hop, on the Music Lane on the
Black Information Highway.com
“Welcome, Travelers!”
Also, detour to Broadjam.com for more Chief DD

Housewives of Atlanta,” King
executive produced the highest
rated season ever for not only the
franchise, but for the Bravo network. “Gucci Mane & Keyshia
Ka’oir: The Mane Event” debuted as the highest-rated series
premiere for the 2017-18 sched-

ule. “Love and Marriage: Huntsville” debuted in 2019 and immediately became a breakout hit.
OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network
is the first and only network
named for, and inspired by, a single iconic leader. Oprah Winfrey's heart and creative instincts

inform the brand and the magnetism of the channel. OWN is a
leading destination for premium
scripted and unscripted programming from today's most innovative storytellers. OWN connects
with its audience wherever they
are, inspiring conversation

among a global community of
like-minded viewers on social
media and beyond. Launched on
January 1, 2011, OWN is a joint
venture between Harpo, Inc. and
Discovery, Inc. The venture includes
digital
platform
Oprah.com.

